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Modern Art is delighted to announce two consecutive exhibitions by Richard Tuttle, together forming a large-scale 
solo presentation of both new and historical work in Tuttle’s sixth showing with the gallery.

The !rst part is a restaging of Tuttle’s historical installation Village V, which is one of a larger constellation of 
‘Village’ works by Tuttle. Each containing a di"erent iteration of the same exhibition components - a central 
sculpture and three groups of drawings – Tuttle’s Villages are about the reciprocated exploration between sculpture 
and drawing. Originally exhibited in 2004 at the Drawing Center, New York, Village V was subsequently shown on 
three further occasions between 2006 and 2011 at Aspen Art Museum, Sperone Westwater, New York and Hugh 
Lane, Dublin. Almost two decades after its conception, Modern Art’s showing of the work o"ers a revisiting of 
Tuttle’s thinking and practice at the time. In its original iteration, Village V was conceived as part of a wider move 
in Tuttle’s practice away from organising principles based on categories and criteria, towards ideas of groupings, 
or ‘villages’ where individual entities can exist in relation to one another, being in this sense both discrete and 
together, as a community. This move coincides with Tuttle’s refusal of the separation of disciplines, or indeed 
the notion of discipline itself, choosing instead to work within a merging of parameters, !nding a freedom from 
con!nes in thought and practice.

Village V, as such, is an interrogation of the idea of drawing, which is in fact a question that can be considered 
to underpin Tuttle’s entire oeuvre. The installation is made up of repeated markings across the walls in blue, 
green, yellow and silver, with a grouping of framed and unframed works mounted upon it. Some two-dimensional, 
others protruding from the wall, these pieces are made from a range of traditional and non-traditional materials 
including graphite, watercolour, charcoal, and coloured pencils, alongside wood, string, and Styrofoam. Playing 
with composition and the frame in this way, Tuttle treats the walls as a vehicle for drawing to take place, while 
undermining the function of framing upon it as a neutral surface. About Village V, Tuttle states, “We must study 
that con!nement to expand the canon... to see how it breaks its own canon... this is an act of drawing”. Through his 
sensitivity to the poetics of colour, shadow and light, and the intimacy with which he responds to material in space, 
Tuttle’s Village V constitutes both a delicate exploration of what drawing can be, as well as a broader meditation on 
the making and unmaking of conceptual and formal paradigms.

Born in 1941, Richard Tuttle currently lives and works in Abiquiu, New Mexico, New York City and Mount Desert, 
Maine. He is considered to be one of the leading !gures of the Post-Minimalist tradition. Through his iconic 
language of modesty and idiosyncrasy, Tuttle’s work has invented a poetics of space and materiality in#uencing 
subsequent generations in untold ways. Since his !rst exhibition in 1965 at Betty Parsons Gallery in New York, 
his work has been the subject of more than two hundred solo exhibitions. His work was included in the Venice 
Biennale in 1976, 1997 and 2001, Documenta in 1972, 1977 and 1982, and the Whitney Biennial of American Art in 
1977, 1987 and 2000.
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